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Abstract 

These past years have brought significant growth in access to web 

technology. Today, the capabilities of social media are influencing 

entertainment in ways previously unseen. These changes offer a 

window into the future of Popular Music in Nigeria, with new 

avenues of knowledge about the entertainment world and new roles 

for the entertained and the entertainers. In recent years, the Social 

Media have become profoundly implanted in the daily affairs of the 

average Nigerian young and old alike,  having been taken up by a 

wide range of individuals and institutions in all walks of life. 

Digital Media which fosters the Social Media have escaped the 

boundaries of professional and formal practice and of the academic, 

governmental, and industry homes that initially fostered their 

development. Now the Digital Media platforms have been engaged 

by diverse populations. This accounts for the effective broad-based 

changes in the areas of knowledge output, communication, and 

creative/artistic expression where the popular musical art occupies 

a prestigious position. The objective of this study ‘Developments in 

Nigerian Popular Music and Social Media in Nigeria; 2008-2017 

an Overview’, is to highlightthe social media followership of some 

selected Nigerian popular musicians who came into limelight 

within the period under study and their art on the wings of the 
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flourishing social media milieu. The descriptive and historical 

research tools were exploited in gathering relevant information, 

while this paper highlighted the advantages of the social media to 

popular musicians who have thus far underrated its efficacy on 

their level of productivity in the popular music industry. Future 

research directions and recommendation were made. 

 

Key Words:    Communication, Popular Music, Social Media, Selected 

Artistes. 

 

Introduction 

Though animals communicate, their system of communication is by far 

very limited compared to that of humans, which they developed to ensure 

their survival, exchange and express ideas as well as emotions, tell stories 

about past happenings and negotiate.  The process of sharing ideas, 

information, and messages with others in a particular time and place is 

what we call communication. Communication could be verbal; writing 

and talking, nonverbal; facial expressions, body language, or gestures, 

visual; the use of images or pictures, such as painting, photography, 

video, or film, and electronic; telephone calls, electronic mail, cable 

television, or satellite broadcasts. Communication is a vital part of 

personal life and is also important in business, education, entertainment 

and any other situation where people encounter each other. 

Communication between two people is an outgrowth of methods 

developed over centuries of expression. Gestures, the development of 

language, and the necessity to engage in joint action all played a part. In 

recent years, talking about this 21st Century, the art of communication has 

witnessed an unprecedented upsurge by reason of the digital 

advancements we now enjoy. Man has effectively used music as a 

medium to communicate with his fellow men in areas of spreading 

information, expressing emotions, carrying out religious functions and 

work. The advancements made in the field of communication have in no 
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small way affected the entertainment industry of which music occupies a 

predominant position. (Encarta, 2009). 

Several scholars alike have done justice to interpreting the concept of 

music and what it stands for. The concept of music as we have come to 

know and understand exceeds the shallow view of organizing different 

sounds that are pleasing to the ear. Acknowledging that sound is not 

organized and conceptualized (that is, made to form music) merely by its 

producer, but by the mind that perceives it, we can effectively conclude 

that music is uniquely a human invention. Music indeed is never 

insignificant; it is simultaneously a very strong and unifying means of 

communication and the revealer of identity within the abundance of 

models that characterize our societies. It is a mutual thing for one to 

identify with the tune that s/he likes because it corresponds to one’s 

sensibility and visualization of the world. On the other hand we are taken 

aback when music sounds alien to our affinities and in that fails to 

communicate to us. Music is endowed with powers disposed to affecting 

the whole bundle of realities which includes physiological, political and 

cultural realities.   Therefore, music is not only defined by its acoustic 

component and the technologies involved in its production, but equally 

by its constituent and by what it implies, by our grasping of a coherent set 

of principles, a social and spiritual function, an attested psychological and 

possibly ritual efficacy, and the various roles assigned to its 

producers/performers and audience alike. As an art, music penetrates 

every human society in one way or the other (Aubert, 2009; Britannica, 

2009).    

 

Popular Music 

To change means to become or make different, it encompasses passing 

from one state to another. The wise saying “change is inevitable” cannot 

be overemphasized because change is the only known constant 

phenomenon. Over time, music as an art has witnessed several changes 

resulting from the interaction of different cultures; hence, the resultant 
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effect of social similarities has become inevitable. Baring the Nigerian 

involvement, the main reason for the cultural interaction of Nigeria with 

other cultures whether Africans of non-Africans alike was trade. This 

singular factor paved the way for this other concern – music. The greatest 

cultural contact that Nigeria ever had was with the United Kingdom of 

which its effect is still being felt till this day. New prospects to life was 

being projected by the Europeans using Christianity as a tool and in so 

doing, weakened the attempts by Nigerians to resist any form of 

acculturation. Long before the advent of the Europeans, the pre-colonial 

Nigerian society had already developed a standard musical performance 

technique. The interactions between the European and Nigerian 

traditional music gave birth to such hybrids as the indigenous art music 

and the various popular music genres that have achieved recognized 

standards in the performance arena (Okafor, 2004). 

 

Fuelled by the quest to effectively represent and express the feelings that 

emanate from the human mind to the outside realm without compromise, 

various media has been developed over time for this course and one the 

most effective of these vehicles is popular music. Studies by scholars such 

as Onwuegbuna (2009:176) have revealed that “the collaboration of 

creativity, political, social and the economic activities of the mid 1940’s 

accounts for the development of the various types of popular music 

genres found in present day Nigeria”. This fact is backed up by Agawu 

(2003), who also reveals: 

Although no one could have predicted its fate at its 

inception in the early decades of the twentieth century, the 

extent to which African popular music has become a global 

phenomenon is astonishing, as much as the importation of 

the Western technology which has made possible its rapid 

development.  

Onwuegbuna (2009), asserts that  
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Popular music as distinct folk, classical or art music is the 

totality of those music with diverse styles that have 

developed from artistic manipulations and fusions of 

musical activities of distant cultures, times and practices. 

Popular music borrows from folk, classical/art and even 

musical interpretations of non-musical events like politics, 

humanities and science (p. 93).  

Popular music can be defined to be a creative work of art targeted at the 

general public for appreciation and consumption. Popular music 

encompasses several musical styles that are readily comprehensible to a 

large proportion of the populace who requires little or no knowledge of 

music theory to understand it. It is the end result of several musical 

activities from distant cultures, times and practices which has resurfaced 

as diverse musical styles such as Afrobeat, Jazz, Soul, Highlife, Gospel, Reggae 

to mention just a few (Encarta,2009; Onwuegbuna, 2006; Onyeji, 2002). 

Extemporaneity is a chief characteristic of popular music because the 

popular music medium gives you the needed room to express yourself 

without restraints and constraints. A lot of relevant songs have made their 

ways into popular performance arena(s), embodied with a high level of 

philosophical, ethical and well sophisticated entertainment value. Popular 

music is a type of music which during its performance provides the 

performer with the avenue of  the sentiment ‘express it the way you feel 

it’, without trying to adhere to some set of rules put down by another man 

who may not in any way be able to perceive the very state of the 

performers mind. In delivering a popular music performance, much 

sophistication is not necessary, simplicity bares it all. This is not by any 

means to adjudge that popular music lacks sophistication; rather it is to 

demonstrate the fact that the popular music form makes the art of 

entertainment a less rigorous activity while retaining the value of the 

message being passed across to the entertained without undue 

distortions/biases. 
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According to Britannica (as cited in Onwuegbuna, 2007), the entry on 

popular music definition reads: 

Unlike traditional folk music, popular music is written and 

performed by known individuals, usually professionals, and 

does not evolve through the process of oral 

transmission….New techniques have made possible high 

fidelity production of sounds and its wide spread and rapid 

dissemination through the radio, phonograph, tape recorder, 

and the television. In addition, some of the instruments used 

in popular music have incorporated electronic amplification 

as well as sound production (p. 26). 

 

African Popular Music/Nigerian Popular Music 

As a result of strong musical influences from the Americas, African band 

leaders, in the spirit of nationalism, powered by the attainment of the 

independence of various African countries, incorporated their local folk 

tunes into what kind of western music they had performed then. This 

accounts for the emergence of African popular music in the 1960’s, of 

which its audience now is far spread around the world. It must be noted 

that African popular music still maintains the general characteristics of 

African music and more so is generous in the usage of several languages. 

Agawu (2003) and Onwuegbuna (2009) opine that the African popular 

music exists in three sub categories. They are the Ethnic pop, the Interethnic 

pop and the International pop. Nigerian popular music shares from the 

various characteristics of the African popular music. The past few decades 

have witnessed new forms of popular music suitable for various activities 

in Nigeria. A further investigation by Okafor (2009), as regards this fact 

reveals that:  

The styles of popular music in contemporary Nigeria could 

be divided into three groups thus: (A) The Derivatives of 

Traditional Music, e.g. the Apala and Sakara musical forms of 

the Yoruba, the Akuko n’egwu of the Igbo…and the Gwoje 
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music of the Hausa. (B) Those that reflect Interaction 

between Local and Western Musical Cultures, e.g. the 

Highlife…, Juju and Fuji…. (C) The Imported Forms and 

Their Own Derivatives, e.g. Ragga, Reggae, Afro-beat or Afro-

rock, Ozziddi, Congo music… (pp. 149-152). 

In Nigeria today popular music has become a force to be reckoned with, 

be it socially, politically, economically, spiritually and otherwise. 

 

Social Media 

The human species' use of technology began with the conversion of 

natural resources into simple tools to control fire and increase the 

available sources of food. Also the invention of the wheel helped humans 

to travel in and around their environment. Developments in historic 

times, including the printing press, the telephone, and the Internet, have 

lessened physical barriers to communication and allowed humans to 

interact freely on a global scale. Technology has helped develop more 

advanced economies (including today's global economy) and has allowed 

the rise of a leisure class.Innovations now seem to appear at a rate that 

increases geometrically, without respect to geographical limits or political 

systems. These innovations tend to transform traditional cultural systems, 

frequently with unexpected social consequences. Thus, technology can be 

conceived as a creative process as its various implementations influence 

the values of a society. In the developing world, the internet has led to 

solutions and services even more forward thinking than those in 

advanced nations, further highlighting the transformative nature of these 

networks and their capacity to incite change to promote the kind of 

development countries like Nigeria need(Encarta, 2009). 

Within Africa, social media practices have materialized in unmatched 

capacities. The social media have led to revolutions, encouraged, 

demanded and even monitored activities/events. Social Media continues 

to expand and change with new applications appearing every day. Its 

indefinable nature communicates its capacity to transform how we 
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engage, sell, buy, create, entertain and live in the digital age. The functions 

of social media have and continue to transform into that which was never 

anticipated. Most founders of social networks are surprised with the 

diverse and amazing ways users are able to engage and utilize their 

platforms. The beauty of invention within social media- capacity and 

opportunities are infinite. Young adults have savored the internet and 

social media platforms since its inception. 

Social networking is a technology that allows two-way communication 

and interaction between specific individuals and/or organizations in an 

online environment. Many of these social networking sites (SNS) such as 

Facebook and Twitter, YouTube etc. help people engage in activities 

which include: sharing content like photos, videos and stories with others 

remixing online content such as music and videos together to make 

“artistic creations” blogging and commenting on others’ blogs and online 

purchasing. All of these activities over recent years in Nigeria have 

steadily maintained an unprecedented rise since 2008. The social media 

have been a vehicle through which individuals promote their, products, 

and or services through online social channels, tapping into a much larger 

community that may not have been available via traditional channels. 

Marketers have utilized various means to maintain the brand loyalty of 

their customers. One of the recent means is the social media marketing.  

Customers prefer to share technological-related, funny contents and a 

wide range of entertainment materials on social media platforms. 

Promoters/producers  and performers of popular music in Nigeria have 

been able to come in terms with the simple fact that to stay competitive in 

today's fast moving business landscape, one  requires a solid social media 

strategy, hence, their doggedness in the social media arena.  

In the views of Okafor, 2009: 

It was the American scientist, Thomas A. Edison who made 

the invention that gave ubiquity to musicians and facilitated 

performance, recording and retrieval of music. When he 

invented his phonograph, newspapers of the day exploded 
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in joy and adulation: “the miracle of the 19th century! It talks, 

it cries, it whispers, it laughs!”.   

The contemporary and trending technological advancement in the area of 

music production and dissemination have provided huge grounds for 

human capital development. Youths and adults alike have become 

gainfully employed for the purpose of processing, packaging promoting 

and distributing or marketing the talents of various artistes by the reason 

of these technological advancements which the popular music 

industriesleans on for survival. Digitization has advanced the popular 

music industry much further by creating software, which compresses vast 

hardware and numbers of persons to a laptop or desktop computer. This 

may have reduced labour intensiveness by some margin but also it has 

created a very big opportunity for the creative and skillful minded to excel 

in the entertainment industry. A great number of employed skills and 

labour, engineers, marketers, artistes, accountants and economists have 

made significant contribution to the growth of the popular music 

entertainment industry thereby imparting the Nigerian economy. 

Nigerian popular music has experienced an unprecedented growth and 

spread across the country. The availability of popular music contents can 

now be accessed at just a click not to mention the fact that consumers can 

now easily keep updates from the popular music medium of their choice 

(Okafor, 2009).   

In present day Nigeria, national consciousness and awareness has been on 

the increase and the popular music entertainment medium has been an 

effective vehicle to achieving this goal. Several Nigerian popular music 

performers such as 2Baba, PSquare, Phyno, Davido, Tiwa Savage, Yemi 

Alade, to mention but a few, have at one time or the other told the world 

via their lyrics that Nigeria is a great Nation. They have also admonished 

Nigerians to be patient and work together to help Nigeria attain her goals 

of becoming civilized. Thanks to the social media the few popular 

musicians mentioned above have made remarkable success in their 

carriers. The success they now enjoyed is anchored on the fact that they 
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and their management have not in any way tried to undermine the 

importance of the social media towards selling their various brands.                                                            

Popular music medium in Nigeria have always enjoyed a steady rise in 

popularity. But it is worthy of mention that the popular music medium 

has over various decades been distributed rather slowly as compared to 

the period under review; 2008 – 2017. Before this period, it took days, 

weeks or even months sometimes for popular music entertainment 

materials to be circulated. And even at this, most part of the country lost 

out during these circulations. Is was common to see a particular popular 

music recording enjoying a massive air play in some parts of the country, 

yet same music has never been heard off in other parts. Furthermore, 

some parts of the country were backward in terms of their entertainment 

standard not knowing that entertainment has progressed on to better new 

levels. Not being able to catch up with recent updates accounts for these 

want.  

By reason of the upsurge in the social media platforms, popular music 

have gained more momentum and has steadily been able to bridge the 

communication gap that initially stalled its distribution completely in 

Nigeria. Although remote areas in the country still lacks access to internet 

facilities, it is worthy of mention that this have not totally restricted the 

circulation of popular music materials to these areas. 

 

Some Selected Nigerian Popular Musicians 

Tiwa Savage 

Born in Ikeja, the capital of Lagos State, her family relocated to London 

when she was 11 years old. While attending high school, she was a 

trombone player for her school's orchestra band. After graduating with a 

degree in Business administration from the University of Kent, Savage 

started working at The Royal Bank of Scotland.Tiwa at age 16 did backup 

vocals for George Michael, and lent vocals to other musicians such as 

Mary J. Blige, Chaka Khan, Blu Cantrell, Emma Bunton, Kelly Clarkson, 

Andrea Bocelli, and Ms. Dynamite, amongst others. Savage enrolled at 
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Berklee College of Music and graduated with a degree in professional 

music at the age of 27. While reminiscing about her experiences there, she 

said she was motivated by the drive and passion of the younger students. 

Her business background has helped her fully understand the scope of the 

Nigerian music industry. Speaking about her business background, Tiwa 

said that her level of professionalism does not make her susceptible to 

deception. 

When Savage stepped onto Nigeria's musical landscape, she didn't know 

what to expect. Moreover, she received a lot of ridicule and hostility from 

people who believed she wouldn't make it. She said that numerous people 

tried to discourage her from settling in Nigeria. Moreover, people told her 

that she wouldn't be welcome as a female singer. Furthermore, they said 

that she wouldn't be able to share the same stage with the likes of Tu’baba 

and Wizkid. Savage didn't allow people's negative connotation of her 

discourage her from doing music. 

In June 2016, there were reports in the media that Savage had signed a 

management and distribution deal with Roc Nation. On 29 July 2016, she 

made it official by announcing the deal through her Instagram account, 

thereby making her the first Nigerian artist to be signed to the label. Tiwa 

Savage is currently the most followed female Nigerian celebrity on 

Instagram with 2 million followers.The statistics of Tiwa Savage’s social 

media followership within the time frame under consideration according 

to Entertainment Naija is distributed thus - 4.2 millionand still counting 

followers. 

Facebook  1.08   million likes   

Twitter  1.4   million followers   

Instagram:  1.7   million followers 
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Adeleke David (Davido) 

Davido is not just one rich kid that acquired wealth through the 

entertainment industry but one that understands the purposeful role 

the social media plays when it comes to building a strong fan base in the 

entertainment world. He has a massive 6.7 million fans and still counting 

following on various Social Media platforms and just very recently the 

social media was agog with news that the renowned world footballer 

Ronaldo is now following @davido. Below is a breakdown of his 

followership on various Social Media platforms within the period under 

investigation. 

Facebook:  2.5   million Likes 

Twitter:  1.8   million Followers 

Instagram:  2. 3    million    Followers 

Born on November, 21st 1992 to Chief Deji and Vero Adeleke in Atlanta, 

Georgia, his father is a Nigerian business magnate while his late mother 

was a university lecturer. He attended the British International School in 

Lagos. Davido studied Business Administration at Oakwood University 

prior to relocating to Nigeria. His interest in music started during his time 

at Oakwood University. He bought musical equipment’s and started 

making beats as well as recording vocal references. He dropped out of 

Oakwood University when he started getting bad grades and relocated to 

London, where he focused more of his energy towards vocals as opposed 

to production. When Davido returned to Nigeria in 2011, his music career 

was sidelined after he agreed to honor his father by enrolling at Babcock 

University. In July 2015, Davido earned a degree in Music from Babcock 

after his father paid the university to erect a music department for an 

inaugural class of one. 
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Ayodeji Ibrahim Balogun(Wizkid) 

5.4 million Followers and still counting 

Facebook:  1.4million   likes 

Twitter:  2.1million   followers 

Instagram:  1.9 million   followers 

Born on the 16th of July 1990. Better known by his stage name Wizkid, is a 

Nigerian singer and songwriter. He started recording music at age 11 and 

managed to release a collaborative album with the Glorious Five, a group 

he and a couple of his church friends formed. In 2009, he signed a record 

deal with Banky W.'s record label Empire Mates Entertainment (E.M.E). 

He rose to prominence in 2010 with the release of the song "Holla at Your 

Boy" from his debut studio album, Superstar (2011). "Tease Me/Bad Guys", 

"Don't Dull", "Love My Baby", "Pakurumo" and "Oluwa Lo Ni" were also 

released as singles from the Superstar album. Wizkid's self-titled second 

studio album, Ayo, was released in September 2014 and was preceded by 

six singles: "Jaiye Jaiye", "On Top Your Matter", "One Question", "Joy", 

"Bombay" and "Show You the Money". In 2016, Wizkid achieved 

international recognition following his collaboration with Drake on the 

global hit, "One Dance", which reached number one in 15 countries, 

including the United States, United Kingdom, Canada and Australia. In 

addition to his solo work, Wizkid has collaborated with several other 

artists and was featured on the hits "Girl" (with Bracket), "Fine Lady" 

(with Lynxxx), "Sexy Mama" (with Iyanya), "Slow Down" (with R2Bees), 

"The Matter" (with Maleek Berry), "Pull Over" (with KCee) and "Bad Girl" 

(with Jesse Jagz). He was ranked 5th on Forbes and Channel O's 2013 list 

of the Top 10 Richest/Bankable African Artists. In February 2014, Wizkid 

became the first ever Nigerian musician to have over 1 million followers 

on Twitter.  

The world we live in now has evolved to the point where people are pro 

social media and the best way to get news across is to do it online, This is 

why it is crucial for every celebrity in Nigeria to have at least one major 
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social media handle to pass and get information from and to their fans 

and also promote their industry. Each of the artistes discussed above share 

a similarity which is the discovery of their musical talent at a young age. It 

is worthy of note that these acts have successfully used the various social 

media handles to build a fan base that has helped their carriers soar. Now 

they can without stress to pass information concerning themselves - 

personal life, concert and performance schedules, release of new tracks or 

albums, circulation and sales of their musical tracks/albums online for 

purchase and other various daily engagements as they deem fit. Their fans 

are also able to give feedbacks by way of criticisms, advices, support and 

even outright expression of disappointment and anger towards their 

personal life and career.  

Prior to the period under study there have always been very talented 

popular music acts in Nigeria. Some of them who keyed into this wave of 

social media exploring its numerous advantages still remain relevant 

owing to the fact that they have also raised a formidable fan base with 

which they share useful information concerning their career. While those 

that demeaned the importance of the social media are gradually losing 

relevance and may even be said to have their career in stormy waters at 

the moment as a result of the fact that less people know about them, what 

they do and how they do it. In a country of over 200,000,000 (Two 

Hundred Million) people, one needs to do more than just the expression 

of talents to gain the much needed attention and support of the 

entertained. The social media has made the sensitization of musical 

entertainment fans easy and lucrative. In You Tube the artist gets paid by 

the reason of the number of visits from fans and downloads made. Thus, 

some fans have taken up this huge opportunity to upload scenes, videos, 

audios, interviews and other necessaries online concerning various artistes 

not just for the fun of it but more importantly the financial gains attached. 
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Summary 

The beauty of invention within social media- capacity and opportunities 

are infinite. Young adults alike have savored the internet and relished 

social media platforms since its inception. Although the popular music 

medium in Nigeria has always enjoyed a steady rise in popularity, it is 

worthy of mention that popular music has over various decades been 

distributed rather slowly as compared to the period under review; 2008 – 

2017. Before this period, it took days, weeks or even months sometimes for 

popular music entertainment materials to be circulated. And even at this, 

most part of the country lost out during these circulations. Is was common 

to see a particular popular music recording enjoying a massive air play in 

some parts of the country, yet same music has never been heard off in 

other parts. By reason of the upsurge in the social media platforms, 

popular music have gained more momentum and has steadily been able 

to bridge the communication gap that initially stalled its distribution 

completely in Nigeria. Although remote areas in the country still lacks 

access to internet facilities, it is worthy of mention that this have not 

totally restricted the circulation of popular music materials to these areas. 

Nigerian popular music has experienced an unprecedented growth and 

spread across the country. The availability of popular music contents can 

now be accessed at just a click not to mention the fact that consumers can 

now easily keep and get updates from the popular music artistes/medium 

of their choice. 

 

Recommendations 

This seminar paper therefore recommends that the Nigerian body 

responsible for academic and educational curriculum planning give ear to 

the passionate plea from musicologists who have over time developed 

vast interest in popular music studies resulting in various research and 

standard academic publications in the field of popular music, to expand 

the music education curriculum in Nigeria so as to accord popular music 

studies a place in our curriculum. This paper also recommends that social 
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media studies be made a core part of music technology course in the 

music education curriculum.   

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the capabilities of social media from its inception till this 

present time are influencing entertainment in ways previously unseen. 

The availability of popular music contents can now be accessed at just a 

click not to mention the fact that consumers can now easily keep and get 

updates from the popular music artistes/medium of their choice.This 

paper informs about   the advantages of the social media to the popular 

musicians who have before now felt that engaging with the social media is 

a waste of time and misappropriation of priority and their industry. Also 

academic/art musicians can take advantage of the information generated 

by this paper to engage the use of the social media in publicizing and 

distributing their works (compositions and performances).   
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